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Intent of this report:
The intent of this report is to present the observations and findings of the
site visit conducted to Shaaron School in Rajapalayam on 13-04-2018. In the one
day spent at the school, we had the opportunity to take a note of the routine, the
developments they have made with respect to their human resources, programme
activities and individual personality development of the students, the expenditures
they are incurring, and the current needs and challenges they are facing. This
report summarizes the same.

Introduction in the Founder’s narration:
“After years of commitment and dedication the SHAARON JEHOVAH YEEREH
Trust was founded in 1998 Reg no 199/1998, and the school was opened with 3
children in a rented house for rupees 700 in Rajapalayam. Ever since inception we
have trained 197 children and at present they have 49 children for education and
rehabilitation. Since 2008, they have been fortunate were fortunate to have seen
a spate of visitors, volunteers from various places and across the globe. And we
have seen their support to our cause. One of the most pivotal supports to us came
through Asha Foundation in 2015, and the following three years have been the
most transforming years in terms of the progress we have made in the lives of the
individuals in the school. Disability by any means should never be a hindrance for
any individual to make an independent living. That is what we strive to achieve at
Shaaron School and we are confident that we will achieve our vision. All it takes is
a loving heart and a caring environment for them to go beyond their limits and be
contributing beings to this society. They can, and they will. We will” – Ms.T.Prema,
Founder, Shaaron School.

Critical role of Human Resources:
The teachers and the facilitators in the Sharon School have a huge
responsibility in ensuring the successful ticking of the routine. More than
anything, it is the role of teachers that is the most significant as every child
requires individual attention and training. The teachers who are in place need to
be exhibiting a great deal of patience and understanding to do their endeavors.
Shaaron School at present employs 5 full time teachers (one of them left very
recently and a replacement is in talks). Each of them is sincerely committed to
the cause of upbringing every child with health and character.
Number of children last year: 46
Number of children this year: 49
Expenses last year:
The entire expenditure has been the salary that has been paid to each of
these teachers. An individual’s salary is Rs.12000/month.
4*12000 = 48,000.

Immediate needs in place:
On a yearly basis:
NO ITEMS

COST (IN RS)

1

STATIONARIES

25,000

2

TEACHING MATERIALS

50,000

3

UNIFORM FOR CHILDREN
(1000/KID)
LIBRARY BOOKS

50,000 (approx. as per current
strength)
50,000

PLAY AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT

15,000

4
5

On a monthly basis:
NO

1

2

3

ITEMS

ELECTRICITY BILL

FOOD PACKING MATERIALS

COST (IN RS)

4,000

5,000

EMPLOYEE SALARY (FOR 7 EMPLOYEES 84,000
AS OF NOW, 12,000/PERSON)

Emergency needs:
NO

ITEMS

COST (IN RS)

2

Fan

2,500

1
3
4
5

Mixer grinder
Fridge

File Rack
Camera

5,000

25,000
20,000
20,000

Social responsibility:
Also, along with the food they cook for the children every day, they also
cook a little extra, pack them and distribute it to the needy people in the city
everyday.

Conversations with the Teachers:
The teachers have been trained in the field of educating/training the special
children, and are doing the job soulfully. It is truly a challenging task to take care
of these children who are hard to control, but from what we observed, it is their
dedication and commitment that makes it possible. Viji, a teacher who has been
with the school since inception opened up, “From outside when you look, it might
look like we are doing a challenging job. But it is not that way. We do this out of
love and there are no hardships or challenges. In fact we have studied for this
only, and that makes us the best friends these children can have. It is amazing
to see the little improvements they pick up over the time. That is the biggest
success to us, and means everything”.
Conversations with the students:
“Children with special needs inspire a special love” – Sarah Palin.
I was reminded of this quote when spending time with the children of Sharoon
school. So true, that they evoke a very special kind of love when you get upclose
with them. In the one day, the best part was being with the children. Most of them
are in their own worlds, but when you give them your attention, they accept and
allow you into their world. Some of them introduced themselves by name, some
of them were unable to tell their names but told their addresses correctly. The
teachers helped them recollect and they started over again beginning with the
name and then the address. Few of them have to be given their due medications
or else they would slip into seizures. In many ways, the exclusive care that is being
given to each of them is very important and inspiring. Many of them gathered
around me and were asking for them to be pictured. And when I did, they looked
and smiled innocently, so pure and true than any other faces I had seen.
Inference and Summary:
From what we observed, Shaaron School has been effectively utilizing the
time, space and the funds they have been offered to uplift the lives of the mentally
challenged children studying there. Every day matters and every single child is in
a different world. To handle them all is a task by itself and to provide them with all
the essentials, education and health is all together a different school of thought.
It takes a lot of heart, hard work and dedication to pull this out. Shaaron School
with its set of committed teachers has been able to pull it off well so far, and they
are in need of the apt support to continue the noble work.

Critical Need:
For the obvious essentials and the services they are providing to
t h e
children, the flow of funds look very much necessary and bare essential for their
survival. They have been actively pursuing other sources of funds, but in vain.
The challenge roots from the prime reason that they are not very well connected
or have a wide network. Another reason being that it is Ms. Prema who solely
takes all the weight on her shoulders and runs this School. From little things in the
routing to the bigger picture of getting these children ready to face their lives in
the outside world, there is only this much she is able to do now as an individual.
With the right support, she will be able to do more and better for the betterment
of all the children here.
What is more critical is the need to pay the salaries for the teachers, which
is on a high priority. It will be great if Asha foundation is able to extend the support
further to Shaaron School, or at the least, help them meet the salary expenses of
the teachers alone if the entire fund flow is tough at the instance.
The Impact:
The infrastructure, the teaching tools, the teachers, the food, the computer
systems, and more – Shaaron School has effectively managed to create an
ecosystem that greatly benefits each of the children in the School. But guess what
is the biggest impact of all? That innocent smile on the faces of these kids when
they are given a good meal, that little grip of confidence they have when they
learn to use a toy for the first time, that satisfaction you get when you see them
being given a world of hope to strive and thrive, we believe these are everything.
It is worth it, their vision and every little support that we will be able to provide
them.

